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INFORMATION 
CLUB FLY-INS 

We hold club fly-ins each month (winter included) 

at various sites. These are informal events and are 

a great way of meeting other MKF members. 

MEMBERSHIP CARDS 

Your membership card may help you obtain 

discounts for purchases from  kite retailers in the 

UK, and gain you entry to events and festivals 

free, or at a reduced cost.  

Please keep them safe. 

PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE 

All fully paid up members are covered by Public 

Liability Insurance to fly kites safely for ‘pleasure’ 

anywhere in the world with the exception of the 

United States of America and Canada. If you 

injure anyone whilst flying your kite the injured 

party may be able to claim on the club insurance 

for up to £5,000,000. The club has ‘Member-to-

Member Liability Insurance’. 

A claim may be refused if the flier was found to 

be flying a kite dangerously - e.g. using 

unsuitable line, in unsuitable weather; flying over 

people, animals, buildings or vehicles. This 

insurance does not cover you for damage to, or 

loss or theft of members' kite/s. 

BUGGIES, BOARDS & KITESURFING 

Unfortunately, we are not able to cover these 

activities within the clubs insurance policy. 

 

The MKFNEWS is pleased to print articles and 

photographs submitted by any interested party. 

All submissions are reproduced at the Editors 

discretion, however the Club cannot be held 

responsible for any views or comments contained 

in any such articles. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

YOUR CLUB OFFICERS 

CHAIRMAN - NEWSLETTER EDITOR 

Bill Souten 

52 Shepherds Court 

Droitwich Spa 

Worcestershire, WR9 9DF 

 07840800830 

billy.souten@btinternet.com 

 

 

I am sorry but I don’t do ‘Facebook’,  

If you want me either email or phone ..... I’ll always get back to you. 

SECRETARY  

Dave Hardwick 

Sunnyside, Cheadle Road, 

Oakamoor,  

Stoke on Trent 

Staffordshire, ST1O 3AF 

  07598 392613 

 

TREASURER 

Julia Souten 

52 Shepherds Court 

Droitwich Spa, 

Worcestershire, WR9 9DF. 

  07840800830 

 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 

Linda Richardson 

19 Wigsley Close 

Doddington Park 

Lincoln 

Lincolnshire, LN6 3LD 

 07925205616 

 

WEBSITE MANAGER 

Sam Hale 

12 Briery Street, 

Lancaster, 

Lancashire,  

LA1 5RD. 

 07895 009128 

 

‘MKFNEWS’ DEADLINES FOR 2O22+ 
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B. SOUTEN - EDITOR 
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With grateful thanks borrowed from ‘Kiting’ – The Journal of the American Kitefliers Association Volume 43, Issue 1 – Fall 

2021 

 

 

 

 

*YOUR REMINDER* 

WE SHALL BE AUCTIONING THE ‘CLUB KITES’ 

AT THIS YEAR’S AGM. This will include 

the ‘George Peters Kite Collection’ 
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COMPETITION RULES AND 

REGULATIONS 

1 
The object of the competition is to design and make a train 

of kites, consisting of at least twelve individual kites. 

2 

The judging criteria are;-  

Fulfils the design brief 

Train of no less than twelve individual kites 

3 
Quality of Manufacture 

Your Kite Train must have been made specifically for this Challenge 

4 
Quality of Performance  

The final kite must fly to at least 200’ when viewed by the judges. 

5 Aesthetic Qualities 

6 Excitement Factor 

7 Originality - Innovation 

8 Competitors must supply their own material, spars, tape etc. 

9 
Competitors will supply their own equipment, both for 

manufacture and flying. 

10 
The judge’s decision(s) will be absolutely final in the event of 

any disagreement(s). 

11 
There may well be some more rules, but we are still making 

them up....... 

12 HAVE FUN AND ENJOY THE CHALLENGE! 

 

 

 

 

Further information about this ‘Challenge’ can be obtained 

from Bill Souten 

The Midlands Kite Fliers of Great Britain 

c/o 52 Shepherd’s Court, Droitwich Spa, 

Worcestershire, WR9 9DF. 
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Mikio Toki ✿ Edo kites keep hope afloat 
Loop   22 AUGUST 2019 

 

Mikio Toki 

Our pursuit of beautiful and thoughtful objects takes us far beyond the gallery. From kite-maker 

Mikio Toki, we learn that art taken to the skies can be a powerful way of giving thanks. 

Mikio Toki is one of Japan’s few professional kite makers. He is a regular guest at kite festivals 

around the world and has over 42 years of kite making experience. Inspired by ukiyo-e, Edo kites 

are rectangular bamboo kites with coverings made of washi paper, painted in bold, vibrant 

colours. Often depicting kabuki actors, legendary heroes and kanji characters, Edo kites have 

been popular since they were first created in the 1700s. 

 

     

 

https://garlandmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Edo-in-the-sky_3.jpg
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Mikio Toki 

 

 How did you learn to make kites? 

I made Edo kites myself when I was young and had the opportunity to meet master kite flyers. The 

Edo kites enchanted me, so I studied with a master. 

 

✿ What is the greatest challenge in making a kite? 

Making new styles while also upholding tradition. 

 

✿ Can you describe an event where a kite is flown as an expression of thanks? 

In Japan, we have a custom of flying kites for the Boy’s Day celebration on May 5th (Translator’s 

note: Boy’s Day is the traditional name of what is now called Children’s Day). Kites are made to 

give thanks for the birth of a couple’s eldest son and pray he grows up into a healthy and 

successful adult. [✿ We assume this is changing now to celebrate the birth of all children.] 

 

✿ What is the Japanese name for kite-maker? 

A kite-maker is called a takoshi. In Tokyo, a person who makes Edo kites is called an Edo takoshi. 

 

✿ Do you sell your kites? Are some purchased as artworks to be hung on a wall rather than 

flown? 

I do sell my kites. When I was young, there weren’t tall buildings even in a metropolis like Tokyo, so 

there were vacant land and fields where kites could be flown by both children and adults on 

holidays like New Year’s. But now, since there are so many skyscrapers, there is little open space, 

and the numbers of takoshi in Tokyo are dwindling. A generation of children who did not grow up 

flying kites have now become adults, so, unfortunately, the number of people who use them as 



decoration is greater than those who fly them. But the kites I make can certainly be used for flying. 

For clients who wish to fly their kites, I test fly the completed kite and give them a fine thread that 

anyone can use for flying. I want people to enjoy flying their kites as much as possible. 

 

✿ What do you think is the value of a kite? 

Since kites became popular in Japan during the Edo period after passing through China and the 

Korean Peninsula, they have been flown throughout Japan at New Year’s and events such as 

Boy’s Day on May 5th. Kites are an important item in Japanese culture. I continue my work making 

kites with the goal of passing on this culture on to the next generation. 

 

 

 

Mikio Toki 

 

The exhibition, Edo in the Sky: Traditional Kites of Japan, features over 30 handmade kites by 

master craftsman. The exhibition will run at The Japan Foundation, Sydney from July 10 to 

October 12 2019. 
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Kite Master: Mikio Toki at the Japanese Kite Festival 

Dragons soared over Stapleton on Sunday, October 2, during the third 

annual Japanese Kite Flying Festival, a collaboration between the City 

of Denver and the Japan America Society of Colorado. Edo Kite 

Master Mikio Toki led the way as the kites began to fly in Central Park.  

 

All photos by Ken Hamblin III. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SANJO ROKKAKU 
Masami Takakuwa 

 

 

 

 

This is a typical plan of traditional Sanjo 

Rokkaku. 

There are many sizes in Rokkaku 

according to a number of standard Washi 

sheet which is used for the kite. 

 

 

 

 

 

In the table, Type denotes number of 

standard Washi pater sheet. 

Unit:cm 

 

 

 

Type A B C D 

1 30 23 6 7 

2 47 36 8 9 

3 55 44 9 11 

4 64 52 12 14 

5 76 62 14 16 

7 93 76 17 20 

8 102 85 19 23 

10 115 93 22 25 

13 137 113 26 31 

16 157 130 32 35 

20 176 144 32 35 

25 191 157 37 41 

30 216 173 40 44 

40 258 197 47 52 

50 285 212 52 56 

70 327 254 58 65 

80 364 285 67 77 

100 424 321 77 85 

120 455 342 79 89 

150 535 412 88 100 

200 667 515 121 133 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



History of Kites in Korea 

 

 

 

February 22, marks the first full moon of the 

Lunar New Year. Koreans celebrate the 

occasion with a variety of rituals and events. 

One of the age-old activities on this day is kite-

flying. 

 

 

Traditional Korean Kites 

 

While people in other countries usually enjoy 

this activity in spring and fall, Koreans often fly 

kites during winter, especially on Lunar New 

Year’s Day and on the lunar year’s first full 

moon. Some people cut the strings to let their 

kites fly away to drive away bad luck and bring 

good luck instead. 

In Korean history, kite flying is traced back to 

637 A.D., during the first year of the reign of 

Queen Chindok of Silla, when General Kim Yu-

Sin used a kite to calm the agitated populace. 

He launced a kite in the night sky over Kyongju. 

The kite had a large cotton ball attached that 

was burning, causing the supertitious people to 

think it was a falling star soaring up in the sky, 

and that their misfortunes would soon come to 

a close. 

Another general in Korean history, General 

Ch’oe Yong, of the 14th-century Koryo period 

utilized kites for shooting fire arms. Admiral Yi 

Sun-sin used kites in the 16th century as a fast 

way to inform the naval troops of his strategic 

instructions, flying kites having different pictures 

signaling tactics to use, while fighting the 

Japanese invaders. 

 

Ttraditional Korean Kites 

 

The most popular Korean kite, a “shield” kite, 

called pangp’aeyon, looks simple, but is the 

toughest of all kites in Korea. This rectangular 

kite is made from five bamboo sticks and 

covered with traditional Korean mulberry 

paper. It is always in the strict proportion of 2 

by 3. It has a circular hole in the center, with a 

diameter half the width of the kite, and 

functions as an efficient air control device 

. 

 

 

https://www.kiteflying.cc/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/korea-kite.jpg


Four of the five bamboo sticks are placed: one 

top to bottom (centered), one side to side 

(centered), and two from corner to corner; all 

crossing each other at the center of the kite to 

form a rectangular frame. The ffith stick is 

placed along the top of the kite and connects 

to the ends of the three sticks there. These sticks 

are tied with string at four points: the two at the 

top corners, the center, and midway between 

the center and the bottom of the vertical stick. 

From these four points the strings are gathered 

to make a bridle. This kite can move freely up 

and down, to the left and to the right within a 

scope of 45 degrees in both directions. The 

ideal wind velocity is 5 meters per second. The 

kite is large and fast, and is flown tailless when 

used in combat flying. a coloured silk line on a 

traditional Korean multi-spoked reel, is 

reinforced with a mixture of sticky rice glue, 

gelatin, glass powder, or even varnish and 

adhesive. 

 

 

POSTED ON AUGUST 1, 2006 BY DRACHEN 

FOUNDATION 

 

 

 

 

 

The historical record of kites in Korea dates 

back to the seventh-century Silla Dynasty, 

when General Gim Yu-Sin is said to have used 

a fireball-carrying kite to simulate a star. The 

general’s troops, whose confidence had been 

shaken by the bad omen of a falling star, saw 

what they thought was the star shooting back 

to heaven. They rallied and defeated the 

enemy. Among sources that recount this 

legend is The Survey of Korean Kites by Ch’oe 

Sang-Su, president of the Korean Folklore 

Society, published in 1958 as the first in a 

“Korean Folklore Studies Series.” 

The Chinese-Japanese Library of Harvard-

Yenching Institute at Harvard University holds an 

original copy of the publication; the DF Archive 

holds a photocopy. The archive is also adding, 

at the suggestion of kite historian Bob White, an 

edition (reissued by Dover in 1991) of Stewart 

Culin’s Korean Games with Notes on the 

Corresponding Games of China and Japan, 

first published in 1895. 

 

 

 

But what Korean kites does the archive hold? 

Because of an unexpected and delightful gift 

https://kitelife.com/2006/08/01/issue-49-drachen-archives-korean-style-kites-for-reality-speed-dating/
https://kitelife.com/author/drachen-foundation/
https://kitelife.com/author/drachen-foundation/
https://kitelife.com/2006/08/01/issue-49-drachen-archives-korean-style-kites-for-reality-speed-dating/
https://www.kitelife.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/DF_1.jpg
https://www.kitelife.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/DF_2.jpg


in 2000, The Drachen Foundation may hold the 

oldest specimens of Korean kites extant. DF 

Board president, Scott Skinner, describes how 

the fifteen kites, all more than a hundred years 

old, made their way to Drachen. “The kites 

were originally bought by or given to Georges 

Lefevre, French consul to the Orient in the 

1890s. They passed within his family to his 

great-grandchildren, one of whom was 

Docteur François Fourrière, formerly president 

of a French kite club. Fourrière was unsure of 

what to do with these fragile artifacts, and was 

encouraged by members of Zoone Collectif to 

gift them to the Foundation. Ramlel Tien and 

Christophe Cheret helped make the exchange 

complete at the Art Kite Festival in Detmold, 

Germany.” 

 

 

Not content with this historic trove, which is still 

in remarkable condition, with bamboo spars 

largely intact and paper sails strong and 

flexible, The Drachen Foundation has also 

been pursuing contemporary examples of 

traditional Korean kites. Doing so has not been 

easy. Executive Director Ali Fujino says, “It’s very 

difficult to get accurate information or access, 

given the language barriers. We don’t speak 

Korean, and few Korean kite makers speak 

English.” But recently, through the good offices 

of DF friend Orly Ongkingco of the Philippines, 

the archive secured ten traditional bangpae 

yeon, painted in bright colors. Ongkingco 

knew that Drachen had been searching for 

accurate replicas of traditional designs. When 

he was in Korea for a festival, he commissioned 

the set from a Mr. Shin. The construction is of 

high quality and the colors conform to those of 

traditional signal kites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Korean kites have been much on Drachen’s 

mind this year. It commissioned from kite artist 

and designer Greg Kono a Korean-style fighter 

to use in classroom projects for intermediate 

and middle-school students reading Linda Sue 

Park’s The Kite Fighters, a story set in fifteenth-

century Korea during a New Year kite 

competition. 

 

https://www.kitelife.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/DF_3.jpg
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https://kitelife.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/DF_5.jpg
https://kitelife.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/DF_6.jpg


 

 

 

 

Drachen asked for a design not too remote 

from the traditional bangpae yeon but also 

suitable to the construction skills of young 

students. Drachen has tested the design in two 

school settings and plans to release a kit by the 

end of 2006. Kono adapted the same design 

when tapped by representatives of the Han 

Woo-Ri Festival, an event aimed at the Korean-

American population of the Puget Sound  

region in Washington State, to construct twenty 

bangpae yeon to adorn the display tent. 

 

 

 

 

Kono’s design also helped Drachen respond to 

a request from an unusual source—MTV. One 

of its participants in “Next” (a reality speed 

dating contest) was to be a Marine who spoke 

Korean. Show organizers had decided that an 

idiosyncratic and surefire way for him to “get 

the girl” was to fly a Korean fighter kite. Fujino 

asked how long the contestant could spend 

learning to fly the kite. “Oh, at least an hour,” 

said the producer. Fujino convinced him that 

these tricky high-fliers deserve more respect, 

that rather than flop as a flier, our Marine 

should decorate a kite with his prospective 

date, then soulfully inscribe something 

romantic on its tail. Two Kono Korean fighters 

were duly dispatched to Santa Monica. 

Save 

This entry was posted in 2006, Drachen, Issue 

49 (Jul/Aug), Kite Columns, KL Archive and 

tagged art, drachen, korean. 

 Issue 49: Letters to the Editor 

Issue 49: Dave’s World: Lincoln City Summer 

Festival  
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The Korean Fighter 

We saw this little Korean fighter fly at the 1996 Dieppe Festival. Given his qualities in flight, we 

immediately acquired a copy of this superb little device to provide you with the plans on the 

Web. It's easy to do, it lends itself well to decoration, and it has quite extraordinary combat skills, 

with surprisingly smooth flight for such a device. 

 

Materials : 

4 bamboo slats (width 2 mm, thickness 1 mm) 

2 slats of 52cm (diagonal) 

1 slat of 42cm (central spar) 

2 slats of 29.5cm (leading edge and central yard) 

A sheet of sturdy paper, minimum dimensions: 43.5cmx29.5cm 

 

Start by cutting a 43.5cmx29.5cm sheet, and decorate it (you have the traditional decoration on 

the diagram). Then cut in the center of this sheet a circle 14cm in diameter. 

The sail is ready. 

Glue the bamboo slats on the outside of the CV, as shown in the diagram; at the front of the kite, 

fold a 1.5cm strip over the 29.5cm slat which serves as the leading edge. The total length of the 

device is therefore 42cm. 

Add bending wire to the leading edge. Tense, it will bend the device. 

Bridle: 

It is a 4-point bridle. The dimensions and attachment points of the clamping are shown in the 

diagram. 

Make several! (it is preferable for the fights ...) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Many kites are associated with nationalities 

and that includes Korean bang-pae yeon, or 

shield kite. While the bang-pae yeon is today 

considered in the west “the Korean fighter kite,” 

or just “the Korean,” that is only part of its story. 

 

First, it is a kite with a long history, with much of 

it being based on wartime uses. The traditional 

designs were military commands. (Choe). 

Stories vary, but the kite easily predates the 

SCA (600-1603 CE) period. The earliest 

description of kites in Korea dates from the 

Three Kingdoms era (4-645 CE). One version 

has kites used in subduing Mongolian stock 

farmers in the Mog-ho rebellion during the 

Goryo Dynasty (918-1380 CE). The kites either 

lifted fire bombs into a fort, or provided the 

means for an air assault into the fort with troops. 

A third dates from the time of the 28th ruler of 

the Silla Dynasty, roughly 647-654 CE. In the 

third story, a falling star is believed to be a bad 

omen before a battle between a ruler's army 

and rebels. A kite is flown lifting a lantern to 

place the fallen star back in the heavens. With 

that, the omen is reversed and the battle won.  

 

 

 

The proximity of the Korean peninsula to China 

may account much for in terms of the shape 

and construction of the kite and materials 

used. Similarly, religion – Buddhism specifically 

– appears to have had a hand in the 

introduction of kites to the peninsula. Buddhist 

monks are known to have traveled and spread 

their beliefs from China to the Korean peninsula 

during the sixth and seventh centuries CE. They 

are also known to have spread knowledge of 

kites to Japan. 

 

The bang-pae yeon is unlike most kites. Its 

vertical orientation for a rectangle kite is 

common enough in Asia with examples seen in 

China, and Japan. But the kite has a center 

hole, or vent. That isn't seen anywhere else on 

any other kites. The vent has one purpose: it 

adds some stability, approximating what a 

short tail would accomplish and results in a kite 

that is maneuverable and speedy. The size of 

vent is important, too. The larger the hole, the 

slower the kite will fly.  A smaller vent results in a 

quicker, more maneuverable kite (and more 

difficult to fly, too!). 

 

“The Korean fighter is unique because of its 

rectangular shape and central vent (bang-gu- 

mong). A traditional Korean kite’s size and 



dimen-sions may vary. They are made from 

paper and bamboo by either the individual 

flyers or artisans. The common medium size is 

about 430mm x 560 mm (17” x 22”); small is 

about 280 mm x 380 mm (11” x 15”); large is 

about 120 mm x 1520 mm (44” x 60”). The size 

of the kite will depend on the area and wind 

strength. In strong areas, like near the sea, kites 

tend to be large with thick spars and a two-ply 

paper sail.” (Choe) The kite is classified by 

design and color. There are more than 70 kinds 

of Korean kites. “They are basically rectangular 

and made of white paper decorated with 

different colors and designs.” 

 

Many of the traditional designs are from signals 

used in war. Others have specialty uses. The 

Aeg-mag-i-yon or Song-aeg-yon is a kite flown 

to ward off evil. It is flown at the end of the first 

15 days of the new lunar year. The kite flyer will 

let out all his string, and then untie it from the 

kite reel (called a ol-li, za-sae, or gamga). No 

one will pick up such a kite for fear of picking 

up the former owner’s misfortunes. The Aeg-

mag-i-yon kite can be made as simply as 

writing “bad luck go away, good luck stay” on 

the kite. Since white is a color of mourning 

there, the only time a plain white kite would be 

seen was if the flyer was in mourning. 

 

“Frame and Sail: The frame is made of five 

bamboo sticks of various diameters but 

symmetrical stiffness. The vertical is the stiffest 

and, like the diagonals, is slightly tapered 

toward the trailing end; whereas the middle 

spar, which has no bowing line, is made very 

thin because it must bend back easily. 

 

“The sail is made of Korean handmade paper, 

called sunji or sun hanji, remarkably light, stiff 

and strong; it is simply folded on the sides, 

without any reinforcing line, at least on regular-

size kites. 

 

“A good kite needs a slightly convex face. First 

the leading edge spar is glued on the sail, and 

then the diagonals, the spine and the middle 

spars are attached lightly. The shaping is done 

by steaming the center of the sail to give some 

slack around the hole. Then the diagonals are 

glued firmly, tensioning the paper as it dries 

and slightly bowing it back. 

 

“Bridling and Bowing: The central bridle, 

attached to the middle of the hole, is always 

slack but comes under tension when the kite is 

in the air. Silk cutting thread is used for the four 

bridling lines of competition kites.” (Fabre) 

 

Traditionally, the ol-li is loaded with several 

thousand feet of silk line, often four colors in 

bands. The line is called sang-baeg-sa (Korean 

silk), or dang-baeg-sa (Chinese silk). The line is 

coated with a mixture of ground porcelain or 

glass, and adhesive made from egg, glue or 

rice starch. The ol-li is made of wood with a 

handle through the axis. Though they can be 

flat (which is used mostly by children), they are 

often made with four to eight spokes. The reel is 

made of maple, oak, ironwood or pine (the 

latter being the children’s reel). The Koreans 

consider the kite and reel a system, and one 

without the other is an incomplete set. 
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WIND: Gentle to Moderate 

LINE: 4.5/6.8 kg  (10/151b) test 

  

MATERIALS - 

 

SAIL:  1 - 535 mm  x 355 mm  (21" x 14") rice 

paper 

SPAR: 

1 - 520 mm  (20-1/2") x 2 mm (1/16") x 5 mm 

(3/16") split bamboo (spine) 

2-345 mm (13-1/2") x 2 mm  (1/16") x 5 mm 



(3/16")  split bamboo (cross spars) 

2-620 mm (24-1/2") x 2 mm (1/16") x 5 mm 

(3/16") split bamboo (diagonal spars) 

BRIDLE: 1880 mm  (74") flying line FRAMING 

LINE: flying line TAILLESS 

 

NOTE: As a rule-of-thumb, the diameter of the 

hole in a Korean Fighter is one-third  the  kite's  

width: The smaller the hole, the faster the kite. 

 

-  An  easy  ratio  to  remember   for  the  size  

of  a Korean   kite   is  3:4:5. (3 units wide, 4 

units of length and 5 units for the diagonal). 

 

Millimeters inches 

130 5 

140 5-1/2 

260 10-1/4 

350 13-3/4 

405 16 

410 16-1/4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KOREAN FIGHTER KITE 

PANG PAE YON 

Malcolm Dick - Tasmania 

 

Hello everyone  

It's about time I shared a plan with you, after all the great fighters and tips you have kindly let me 

know about.  

 

OK here we go with a simple-to-make Pang Pae Yon designed to fly in light winds.  

Were making a kite here, not a house, so keep it as light as possible. Lighter the better.  

 

You will need:  

2 mm diameter fibreglass rod  

filament tape  

3M Magic tape  

Mylar, or high tensile plastic or rice paper or glassine paper ( about 40gpm )  

 

Mark out on the material a rectangular shape 55cm long 35cm wide at the leading edge, and  

40cm wide at the trailing edge. Mark a line down the middle for the centre spine. Mark a line 

corner to corner for the diagonal spines. At the point where the diagonals and the centre spine 

cross over, scribe a circle 17cm diameter.  

At the leading edge add a fold over seam 2cm wide.  

Cut out the cover (hot cut Mylar) reinforce sides and trailing edge with magic tape. Cut out centre 

hole and reinforce with magic tape. Cut all the spines 2cm longer than required and trim them 

accurately when you've finished the kite.  

Tape the centre spine first to the cover with filament tape, leaving excess length at the leading 

edge. Next tape the leading edge spar across the kite at right angles to the centre spar. Tape the 

diagonal spines corner to corner. At the leading edge where the spines cross at the centre and 

corners bind them with thread firmly then put a few drops of superglue on the thread and allow it 

to dry. Fold the seam over the leading edge and tape it down. Use a strong thread to bow the 

leading edge 6cm at the centre.  

Bridie the kite with a threeleg bridle. Tie a length of thread at either end of the leading edge 

bowed spar. Pull it down the centre spine to the bottom of the cutout circle. Make a overhand 

knot in the bridle at this point making sure each bridle side is the same length and centred on the 

spine. Fix another thread about 65cm long to the centre spine, 2cm below the bottom of the 

circle. Make a larks head knot at the other end of the thread and slip it over the overhand knot  

in the centre of the top bridle. Attach a small ring on the bottom bridle line using a larks head 

knot so that you can slide the ring along the bridle to find the tow point. To finish the kite add a 

15cm triangular shaped "leg" at each bottom corner of the diagonal spines.  

You'll make this kite in about 1 hour. Test fly it in a gentle breeze, adjusting the tow point till  

it fiys OK. If you want to add a horizontal spar across the hole choose a very thin strip of  

bamboo or a sliver from a broken carbon fibre spar from a stunt kite.  

 

Have fun and please give me some feedback on how you fare.     

 

Good wishes,  Malcolm Dick  (Tasmania) 

 

From: STALLARDS CAMERA HOUSE <devonport@stallards.net.au> 

SUbject: [FK] Korean kite  

Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2000 21:42:00 -0700  



KOREAN FIGHTER KITE 

PANG PAE YON 

Malcolm Dick - Tasmania 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wave Kite 
Godfrey Gamble – Takahashi  

 

This is one of the kite plans left by the visiting Japanese kite 

makers who visited Sydney in 1995. 

This is an original design by Mr Takahashi and is simple to make, 

having no vertical spars or bridle lines. The kite is designed to fly 

well in light to medium winds. It is particularly suitable as a 

children's kite. Although a tail is not essential for flight it makes 

the kite more attractive for children. 

Mr Takahashi would like to thank Mr Ohashi and Professor Hirori 

for the ideas and advice they gave in this kite's development. 

 

Materials 

1 sheet of washi 333 by 485 mm (As there are no real stress 

points on this kite cheap washi, Tyveck or other paper products 

are suitable) 

2 pieces of 3mm split bamboo (bamboo cane) each 61 cm in 

length. 

2 paper streamer tails each 2 metres long (optional) 

15 cms of light weight cotton flying line 

Scrap washi etc for reinforcing corners 

Fast drying glue 

 

Decorating the kite 

The hole in the centre of the kite creates an interesting design 

challenge. Mr Takahashi's kites generally feature geometric 

patterns or coloured bands. See also painting on washi. 

 

Making the kite 

Firstly make sure it is dry after any decorating. This kite does not have any hem allowance. Fold 

the paper in half. Measure along this centre fold, 1/3 of the length of the kite from the top of the 

kite and mark this spot. This spot will be the centre of the circle and also the cross over point for 

the spars. 

Using a circular cutter (Olfa is one brand name) make a hole using this mark as the centre of a 

circle that is half the width of the kite. Alternatively if a circular cutter is not available make a 

cardboard template 1/2 the width of the cut and carefully position it over the mark. Cut out the 

hole using a sharp blade. If using this method be careful of fingers. 

Before glueing the spars place them onto the rear of the kite and bend them into a rough 

approximation of their shape. Mark the bamboo where the edges will roughly cross the cut out 

circle. Use a fast drying glue to coat the bamboo except for the section that will be visible through 

the hole. Bend to shape and place in position, holding until it is dry. Repeat for the other spar. 

Glue reinforcing patches (approximately 2by 4 cms) over the bamboo ends at each corner. Glue 

optional tails onto the bottom corners of the kite. 

Take the 15 cm length of lightweight line and make a knotted loop. Larks head this onto the 

bamboo spars at the cross over point. Attach the flying line to this loop. 

 

Flying the kite 

Prior to flying the kite make a dihedral curve in the kite. 

Further suggestions 

Mr Takahashi suggests that you can add a small windspinner to spin from the cross over point or 

join the kites at this point to make a train of kites. Why not try scaling this kite up or down? 

https://www.kiteplans.org/planos/wave/flying_high.html#washi
https://www.kiteplans.org/planos/wave/flying_high.html#bamboo
https://www.kiteplans.org/planos/wave/flying_high.html#paintwash


600 kite flyers, sellers held 

during anti-Basant raids 

197 sent to Adiala Jail, 

200 released after court 

grants bail 

Syed Qaiser ShiraziFebruary 13, 2022 

 

RAWALPINDI: 

The police arrested 600 kiteflyers and sellers on 

Thursday and Friday during an operation 

against the ‘Basant Night’ and the ‘Basant 

Mela’ in Rawalpindi and Chaklala - both 

cantonments of the Rawalpindi district. About 

98,000 kite strings have been confiscated. 

Those arrested were fined Rs10,000 on the spot 

by Special Judicial Magistrates, while 197 

accused were sent to Adiala Jail and a total of 

200 bails were granted. In cases where the 

accused were found to be underage in their 

Form-B, the parents of the minors were fined 

instead. 

The Special Judicial Magistrate warned kite-

flying students that they would be sent to jail if 

caught flying kites again. Police in all Cantt 

police stations remained on the field for 72 

hours during the Basant festivities. Arrests of kite-

flyers continued from morning till half-past one 

in the night. Immediate bail was not granted to 

the people arrested by the police for 

kiteselling. 

They have been sent to Adiala jail on judicial 

remand. Decisions were made on Saturday on 

the bail applications filed by them. The hearing 

of these petitions filed by over 100 kite-sellers 

have however, been adjourned till February 14 

(Monday). Meanwhile, the kite-flyers who 

confessed to kite-flying and tendered an 

unconditional apology were released with a 

fine of Rs10,000. The court also ruled that the 

kites were indisputably in the possession of the 

accused, for which they were arrested The 

court added that kitesellers were also equal in 

the face of the law. 

“Due to the ban currently in place, kiteselling is 

a crime. Therefore all the accused arrested on 

kite-selling charges have been sent to Adiala 

Jail on 14-day judicial remand,” it declared. 

There was a large crowd gathered at the 

courts of the magistrates when the cases of 

kite-flyers were presented. Relatives, friends 

and parents of the accused also reached the 

court. The accused were brought to the court 

in public and private vehicles. 

Many kite-flyers were also brought in with ropes 

due to a shortage of handcuffs. In spite of 

these proceedings, the Kite Flying Association 

(KFA) has announced another Basant Mela in 

Rawalpindi on February 18. KFA Central Leader 

Haji Iqbal said that Basant Night would be held 

on February 17. “Basant Night will start after 

sunset and will end at one o'clock at night. On 

Friday, February 18, the next day, we have 

scheduled a Basant Mela - the preparations for 

which have also been completed,” he added. 

Simultaneously, the police have also started 

preparations for an extensive crackdown 

against the recently-announced Basant Mela 

in the city. 

Strict orders have also been issued to the 

Station Head Officer (SHOs) of all police stations 

in the city to cordon off the Dolphin Force 

against kite-flyers from February 14 to February 

18. Monitoring of online sales of kites and 

strings has also started. 

https://tribune.com.pk/author/7325/syed-qaiser-shirazi


 

 

 

Perhaps the following image and details from 

articles will spur some of you to 

action.  Research, kite-making, or epic 

adventure, these snippets give you some 

perspective of the role of kites as tools – 

easily forgotten when history is finally written. 

Several of my favourite historical images 

come from the Illustrated London News, of 

which this one is from November 29
th

, 

1851.  Here’s an excerpt from the article that 

accompanies the image: 

In the month of May, 1845, Sir John Franklin 

sailed from England,… in the hope of 

discovering the Northwest Passage. … more 

than six years have elapsed since the 

departure of the Expedition; and when we 

consider the frightful rigour of an arctic 

climate, winter after winter, and that the 

untiring exertions made for their discovery 

have all proved fruitless, the hope that 

remains is but faint. 

 

Certainly, the Franklin expedition is one of the 

most famous in history and is remembered still 

in countless books 

(www.ric.edu/faculty/rpotter/franklit.html) on 

the subject.  But this article gives some detail 

to the search expedition led by Captain H. T. 

Austin in 1848.  Austin’s adventures were as 

dangerous and exciting as any expeditions 

of the day and were compounded by 

Admiralty hearings upon his return as to the 

reasons for his failures.  But through all of that 

very fascinating history, the single image from 

the London News is what turns my head: 

It’s interesting to note that in 

the Wikipedia entry for Austin, he is “credited 

with organizing successful sledging 

expeditions along the coasts of several 

Canadian Arctic islands.”  So, was this the first 

such use of kites in sledging operations? Was 

it the last?  It’s your turn to find out

http://www.ric.edu/faculty/rpotter/franklit.html


Tulka              J.R. Tolman is a well-known kite workshop leader. He lives in Hayward, California. 
This is the same shape as a fighter kite from India. I wanted to design a kite for the kids' kitemaking 

workshop at the 1996 Washington State International Kite Festival in Long Beach, Washington. I 

chose this design because it tied in with an exhibit of fighter kites at the World Kite Museum (also in 

Long Beach). 

I've used the kite in many more workshops since. This version of the tulka shape is not a fighter but 

is a steady little performer. 

 

 

  

Materials 

I've fit the kite design onto an 8.5-by-11 bond paper. I like the bright-colored 60# weight that is 

commonly used in copiers. 

The sticks are from roll-up matchstick bamboo window shades. 

The tails are made from 1.25-inch adding-machine tape-a 12-foot piece folded in half. 

The kites are assembled with 1-by-3-inch self-adhesive address labels cut in half to 1 inch by 1.5-

inch. 

For line I use 50 feet of cotton crochet string wound on a 3-inch cardboard square. 

 

Assembly 

Fold paper in half and cut the outline of the kite. While the kite is still folded punch a quarter-inch 

hole for the bridle point with a hand hole-punch. 

Unfold the kite, lay it facedown and attach the spine stick to the back with two stickers, one at the 

top, one at the bottom. Fold the stickers over and wrap around to the front of the kite. 

Attach the spreader stick at each wingtip. The alignment of the stick is critical-the stick should be 

even with the outer edge of each wingtip. Fold the sticker over square (don't worry about 

matching the silhouette of the kite). 

Attach the tail, a 12-foot piece of 1.25-inch adding-machine tape folded into two equal 6-foot 

lengths. Stick the folded end to the base of the spine. 

Tie the string to the spine stick through l the hole you punched earlier. Make sure to tie the bridle 

through the front of the kite, not the back. Happy flying.                 From American Kite. Fall 1997 P19-21 



 
 

 



 

 

 


